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We are proud to have our instruments exhibited around the world by either ourselves or our
 extensive global network of distributors.

To find out more visit our events page to view all forthcoming exhibitions for Duckworth & Kent 
and our distributors.

 
www.duckworth-and-kent.com/events
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Years of experience, innovation and design have enabled us to build an extensive range of cataract instruments. We have a comprehensive set 
of instruments for cataract surgery as well as paediatric and micro incision cataract. The instruments below showcase our essential cataract set. 
To see our full range visit www.duckworth-and-kent.com or scan the QR code to view our leaflet.

2 Reusable Titanium

 Inamura Round Handle Capsulorhexis Forceps

2.5 mm

5mm

10.5mm

1.5 mm

• Sharp pointed serrated tips
• Cross action tips, 1.5mm width at pivot box
• Curved shaft, tip to pivot point 10.5mm
• Marks on shaft 2.5mm and 5mm denote desired size of capsulorhexis
• Tips angled 45° from shaft
• Round handle, overall length 111mm
• Design registration number 004383396-0001

2-716GER8-1

Osher IOL Cutter (angled)

• Blunt tips with micro serrated blades
• Cut length 5mm
• Tip to pivot length 9.5mm
• Flat handle, length 94mm

1-705

Barrett Duo Nucleus Rotator / Manipulator / Splitter

Nucleus splitter
• Straight, sharp inner / outer sides of tip, tip length 1.25mm
• Cutting edges 60° to axis
• 45° angled shaft, tip to angle length 14mm

6-085

Rotator / manipulator
• 0.65mm mushroom tip
• 45° angled shaft, tip to angle length 10mm
• Barrett balanced set handle, length 124mm

1.8mm Incision

Essential Cataract Set
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CATARACT SET
The decision to choose our reusable instruments over single-use alternatives is 

a simple one. Not only are you investing in world-renowned high quality 

titanium alloy products, but also in instruments that have less impact on the 

environment and are more cost-beneficial in the long term.

When you invest in a Duckworth & Kent instrument you are purchasing a 

product that will serve you impeccably for innumerable years and countless 

procedures.

This is a selection of instruments chosen to assist the surgeon in performing 

phaco surgery in the most effective and safe manner.
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3Surgical Instruments

Short Handle Forceps

Pierse Notched Forceps

• Pierse 0.25mm notched, 6mm tying platforms
• Straight shafts
• Flat handle, length 90mm
• Design registration number 004383396-0001

2-100E

Bonn Suturing Forceps

• 0.12mm, 1 x 2 teeth, 6mm tying platforms
• Straight shafts
• Flat handle, length 90mm
• Design registration number 004383396-0001

2-110E

E-RANGE
Instruments

<TITLE HERE>
Suggested Cataract Phaco Set

A comprehensive set of instruments that provides the cataract surgeon with a premium cross-action capsulorhexis forceps and a 

pre-chopper if required for nucleus disassembly, as well as a standard and an adjustable speculum, for instances where

blepharospasm may be a concern. The set also includes our bi-manual irrigation and aspiration handpieces for controlled removal of 

the residual soft lens material. 

2-100E Pierse Notched Forceps

2-110E Bonn Suturing forceps (0.12mm)

2-501 DK Tying Forceps

• 6mm tying platforms• Curved shafts
• Standard handle, length 83.5mm

• 0.12mm, 1 x 2 teeth, 6mm tying platforms• Straight shafts
• Flat handle, length 90mm• Design registration number 004383396-0001

• Pierse 0.25mm notched, 6mm tying platforms• Straight shafts
• Flat handle, length 90mm• Design registration number 004383396-0001

9-556 Kratz Barraquer Speculum

9-588-3 Lieberman Adjustable Speculum

• 14.5mm open blades• Angled to rest temporally• Single piece construction

• 15mm open blades• Angled to rest temporally• Adjustable with thumb screw

Blades when closed

<TITLE HERE>Premium Cataract Set

2-716GER8-1 Inamura Round Handle Capsulorhexis Forceps

Marks on shaft
1.5mm5mm

2.5mm

10.5mm

• Sharp pointed serrated tips

• Cross action tips, 1.5mm width at pivot box

• Curved shaft, tip to pivot point 10.5mm

• Marks on shaft 2.5mm and 5mm denote desired size of capsulorhexis

• Tips angled 45° from shaft

• Round handle, overall length 111mm

• Design registration number 004383396-0001

Nucleus splitter

• Straight, sharp inner / outer sides of tip, tip length 1.25mm

• Cutting Edge 90° to Axis

• 45° angled shaft, tip to angle length 10mm

Rotator / manipulator

• 0.65mm mushroom tip

• 45° angled shaft, tip to angle length 10mm

• Barrett balanced set handle, length 123mm

6-085 Barrett Duo Nucleus Rotator / Manipulator / Splitter

the lens 

nucleus either by conventional or chopping technique using just one instrument.

9-588-3 Lieberman Adjustable Speculum

• 15mm open blades

• Angled to rest temporally

• Adjustable with thumb screw

Blades when closed

The adjustable speculum allows for the separation of the eyelids in a controlled way, irrespective of interpalpebral aperture or blepharospasm. 

Furthermore, the design prevents interlocking of the blades in the closed position.

This is a selection of premium instruments chosen to assist the surgeon in performing phaco surgery in the most 

<TITLE HERE>Suggested Cataract Set
amond 

knives and needs the facility to insert intra-ocular lens implants using a folding technique.

9-556 Kratz Barraquer Speculum

9-588-3 Lieberman Adjustable Speculum

• 14.5mm open blades
• Angled to rest temporally
• Single piece construction

ng a folding technique.

• 15mm open blades
• Angled to rest temporally
• Adjustable with thumb screw

Blades when closed

2-132 DK Troutman Barraquer Colibri Forceps

• 0.12mm, 1 x 2 teeth, tip length 2mm
• 6mm tying platforms
• Colibri style shafts
• Standard handle, length 84mm

2-100E Pierse Notched Forceps

2-110E Bonn Suturing forceps (0.12mm)

• 0.12mm, 1 x 2 teeth, 6mm tying platforms
• Straight shafts
• Flat handle, length 90mm
• Design registration number 004383396-0001

• Pierse 0.25mm notched, 6mm tying platforms
• Straight shafts
• Flat handle, length 90mm
• Design registration number 004383396-0001

Our selection of suggested cataract sets are designed to help 
guide you to the relevant instruments which you require.

Our cataract sets include:
• Premium Cataract Set
• Cataract Set
• Cataract Phaco Set
• Paediatric Cataract Set
• Essential Cataract Set

All of our suggested sets can be found on our website at:
www.duckworth-and-kent.com/media/Suggested_main

Suggested Cataract Sets

Innovation is at the heart of our philosophy and is driven by our enduring commitment to 
provide surgeons with only the highest quality reusable titanium ophthalmic instrumentation.

Visit www.duckworth-and-kent.com to view our full range of E-Range instruments.
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CATARACT SET
The decision to choose our reusable instruments over single-use alternatives is 

a simple one. Not only are you investing in world-renowned high quality 

titanium alloy products, but also in instruments that have less impact on the 

environment and are more cost-beneficial in the long term.

When you invest in a Duckworth & Kent instrument you are purchasing a 

product that will serve you impeccably for innumerable years and countless 

procedures.

This is a selection of instruments chosen to assist the surgeon in performing 

phaco surgery in the most effective and safe manner.
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Email: info@duckworth-and-kent.co.uk 
Tel:  +44 (0)1462 893254
Fax: +44 (0)1462 896288

www.duckworth-and-kent.com

If you are interested in any of our product range or have a general enquiry please  contact anyone of our 
dedicated customer service team members who are ready to help.

Customer Services Customer Services 
Supervisor

NickyKellyMaria
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Irrigation & Aspiration

Aspiration Handpiece8-657 & 8-657S

Irrigation Handpiece8-652 & 8-652S

Duckworth & Kent I/A Short Handles 
“Offer improved dexterity and a significant reduction in weight”

• Round handle, length 107mm

• Round handle, length 103mm

• Round handle, length 80mm

• Round handle, length 77mm

8-652S & 8-657S = Part of our ‘Core Values Collection’ range of instruments, see www.duckworth-and-kent.com for more info.

• 23 gauge, 0.65mm tube diameter 
• Two 0.4mm side irrigation ports 
• Curved shaft, tube length 15mm 
• Round handle

• 23 gauge, 0.65mm tube diameter, textured tip 
• 0.3mm aspiration port 
• Curved shaft, tube length 11mm 
• Round handle

Long Handle Improved Short Handle


